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Erratum

The editors of the IMIA Yearbook want to inform their readers about the following facts: As stated in the editorial, the printing of the 2007 IMIA Yearbook was supported by funding from Siemens Medical Solutions. Because no disclosure statement was included to cover potential conflicts of interest due to this circumstance that might have affected the original articles contained in the 2007 Yearbook we issue the following clarification. The authors of the original papers of the 2007 IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics Geissbuhler A, Haux R, Kulikowski C, editors. IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics 2007. Methods Inf Med 2007; 46 Suppl 1:1-250 herewith state that there is no conflict of interest and that they have received no external funding except for:

- Dr. S. Miksch: Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung FWF (Austrian Science Fund), grant L290-N04
- M.-C. Beuscart-Zéphir, P. Elkin, S. Pelayo, R. Beuscart: Research supported by FEDER and the Région Nord-Pas de Calais (TAC EUCUE Project)
- R.A. Miller: Grant R01-LM-007995 from the National Library of Medicine

Editorial Retraction

Geissbuhler A, Haux R, Kulikowski, C.


The author of the article including the unacknowledged material states that his failure to attribute was unintended and the result of hurried completion of his paper. He extends his deepest apology to the author of the original text and the readers of the 2007 IMIA Yearbook for this plagiarism. The editors of the 2007 Yearbook apologize to the non-cited author of the original article and to the readers of the IMIA Yearbook for not detecting and excluding this plagiarism from publication. They thank those who brought it to their attention.

It is the policy of the IMIA Yearbook that all articles comply with professional standards of publication to avoid plagiarism. This requires that only short fragments of text from original sources be quoted (enclosed in quotation marks) and be immediately followed by an accurate citation of the source from which the fragment was taken. Because the fragment in question was neither short nor cited for its origin, the author has asked that his paper be withdrawn, and the editors hereby publish this retraction.